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Abstract
Background A number of resistance training (RT) program variables can be manipulated to maximize muscular
hypertrophy. One variable of primary interest in this regard
is RT frequency. Frequency can refer to the number of
resistance training sessions performed in a given period of
time, as well as to the number of times a specific muscle
group is trained over a given period of time.
Objective We conducted a systematic review and metaanalysis to determine the effects of resistance training
frequency on hypertrophic outcomes.
Methods Studies were deemed eligible for inclusion if
they met the following criteria: (1) were an experimental
trial published in an English-language refereed journal; (2)
directly compared different weekly resistance training
frequencies in traditional dynamic exercise using coupled
concentric and eccentric actions; (3) measured morphologic changes via biopsy, imaging, circumference, and/or
densitometry; (4) had a minimum duration of 4 weeks; and

(5) used human participants without chronic disease or
injury. A total of ten studies were identified that investigated RT frequency in accordance with the criteria
outlined.
Results Analysis using binary frequency as a predictor
variable revealed a significant impact of training frequency
on hypertrophy effect size (P = 0.002), with higher frequency being associated with a greater effect size than
lower frequency (0.49 ± 0.08 vs. 0.30 ± 0.07, respectively). Statistical analyses of studies investigating training
session frequency when groups are matched for frequency
of training per muscle group could not be carried out and
reliable estimates could not be generated due to inadequate
sample size.
Conclusions When comparing studies that investigated
training muscle groups between 1 to 3 days per week on a
volume-equated basis, the current body of evidence indicates that frequencies of training twice a week promote
superior hypertrophic outcomes to once a week. It can
therefore be inferred that the major muscle groups should
be trained at least twice a week to maximize muscle
growth; whether training a muscle group three times per
week is superior to a twice-per-week protocol remains to
be determined.
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Key Points
When comparing studies that investigated the effects
of training muscle groups between 1 to 3 days per
week, higher frequencies of training were
consistently superior to lower frequencies for
increasing muscle mass. It can be inferred that the
major muscle groups should be trained at least twice
a week to maximize muscle growth. Due to an
absence of data, it is not clear whether training
muscle groups more than 3 days per week might
enhance the hypertrophic response.
The limited body of evidence does not support a
hypertrophic benefit to manipulating training session
frequency when groups are matched for weekly
training volume with an equivalent frequency of
training per muscle group.
Given the potential for overtraining when
consistently employing high training frequencies,
there may be a benefit to periodizing training
frequency over the course of a training cycle.

time. A recent survey of 127 competitive bodybuilders
found that *69 % of respondents trained each muscle
group once per week while the remaining *31 % trained
muscles twice weekly [7]. These frequencies per muscle
group were accomplished training a total of 5–6 days a
week. Such training practices are largely based on tradition
and intuition, however, as no definitive research-based
guidelines exist as to the optimal RT frequency for maximizing muscle hypertrophy.
A number of studies have examined the effects of different RT frequencies on muscular adaptations [8–17]. The
results of these studies have been rather disparate, and their
small sample sizes make it difficult to draw practical
inferences for program design. The purpose of this paper
therefore is threefold: (1) to systematically and objectively
review the literature that directly investigates the effects of
RT frequency on muscle hypertrophy; (2) to quantify these
effects via meta-analyses; and (3) to draw evidence-based
conclusions on the topic to guide exercise program design.

2 Methods
2.1 Inclusion Criteria

1 Introduction
Resistance training (RT) is the primary means by which
humans can significantly increase muscle hypertrophy
across their lifespan [1]. Increases in muscle cross-sectional area (CSA) of more than 50 % have been reported in
untrained men and women over a period of several months
of consistent training, with marked interindividual differences noted between subjects [2, 3]. Although the rate of
muscle growth is attenuated in those with resistance
training experience, well-trained subjects nevertheless can
achieve significant hypertrophic increases when a novel
overload stimulus is applied over time [4, 5].
A number of RT program variables can be manipulated
to maximize muscular hypertrophy [6]. One variable of
primary interest in this regard is RT frequency. On a basic
level, frequency refers to the number of resistance training
sessions performed in a given period of time, usually a
week. From a muscle-building standpoint, it has been
postulated that those without previous RT experience
benefit from a general training frequency of 2–3 days per
week while advanced lifters thrive on 4–6 weekly sessions
[6].
Frequency can also refer to the number of times a
specific muscle group is trained over a given period of
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Studies were deemed eligible for inclusion if they met the
following criteria: (1) were an experimental trial published
in an English-language refereed journal; (2) directly compared different weekly resistance training frequencies in
traditional dynamic exercise using coupled concentric and
eccentric actions; (3) measured morphologic changes via
biopsy, imaging, circumference, and/or densitometry; (4)
had a minimum duration of 4 weeks; and (5) used human
participants without chronic disease or injury.
2.2 Search Strategy
The systematic literature search was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [18].
To carry out this review, English-language literature searches of the PubMed, SPORTDiscus, and CINAHL databases were conducted from all time points up until 22 June
2015. Combinations of the following keywords were used
as search terms: ‘‘training frequency’’; ‘‘split training’’;
‘‘total body training’’; ‘‘workout frequency’’ ‘‘split routine’’; ‘‘split weight training’’. After conducting the initial
search, the reference lists of articles retrieved were then
screened for any additional articles that had relevance to
the topic as described by Greenhalgh and Peacock [19].
A total of 486 studies were evaluated based on search
criteria. After scrutinizing reference lists of relevant
papers, five additional studies were subsequently identified

Records idenﬁed through
database searching
(n = 486)

Included

Eligibility

Screening

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of search
process

Idenﬁcaon

Resistance Training Frequency and Muscle Hypertrophy

Addional records idenﬁed
through other sources
(n = 5)

Total records screened
(n = 491)

Full-text arcles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 16)

Studies included in
meta-analysis
(n = 11)

Full-text arcles excluded,
with reasons (n = 5)
• Wrong study
design (n=2)
• Insuﬃcient data
(n=1)
• Wrong outcomes
(n=2)

Addional arcles
excluded (n = 1)
• Insuﬃcient data

Studies included in
meta-analysis
(n = 10)

as potentially meeting inclusion criteria for a total of 491
studies initially screened. To reduce the potential for
selection bias, each of these studies were independently
reviewed by two of the investigators (BJS and DIO), and a
mutual decision was made as to whether or not they met
basic inclusion criteria. Any inter-reviewer disagreements
were settled by consensus and/or consultation with the
third investigator. Of the studies initially reviewed, 16 were
determined to be potentially relevant to the paper based on
information contained in the abstracts. The full text of
these articles was then screened and 11 were identified for
possible inclusion in the paper. After consensus amongst
the investigators, one additional study was excluded
because of insufficient data to analyze necessary information [20]. Thus, a total of ten studies were considered for
final analysis (see Fig. 1). Table 1 summarizes the studies
analyzed.
2.3 Coding of Studies
Studies were read and individually coded by two of the
investigators (BJS and DIO) for the following variables:

descriptive information of subjects by group including sex,
body mass index, training status (trained subjects were
defined as those with at least 1 year’s regular RT experience), age, and stratified subject age (classified as either
young [18–29 years], middle-aged [30–49 years], or
elderly [50? years]; whether the study was a parallel or
within-subject design; the number of subjects in each
group; duration of the study; total training frequency (days
per week); frequency of training each muscle (days per
week); exercise volume (single set, multi-set, or both);
whether volume was equated between groups; type of
morphologic measurement (magnetic resonance imaging
[MRI], computerized tomography [CT], ultrasound,
biopsy, dual energy X-ray absorptiomety [DXA] and/or
densitometry), and region/muscle of body measured (upper, lower, or both). Coding was cross-checked between
coders, and any discrepancies were resolved by mutual
consensus. To assess potential coder drift, 30 % of the
studies were randomly selected for recoding as described
by Cooper et al. [21]. Per-case agreement was determined
by dividing the number of variables coded the same by the
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Subjects

39 untrained
young men

21 untrained,
middle-aged
women

30 young,
untrained
women

29 untrained,
middle-aged
men and
women

53 untrained
elderly
women

30 untrained
young men

30 untrained
elderly
women

25
recreationally
trained young
men and
women

Study

Arazi and
Asadi [8]
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Benton
et al. [9]

Calder
et al. [10]

Candow
and Burke
[11]

Carneiro
et al. [12]

Gentil et al.
[13]

Lera Orsatti
et al. [14]

McLester
et al. [15]

16

12

Random assignment to resistance training either 1 day per
week of three sets to failure or three days per week of one set
to failure. All subjects performed nine exercises for the total
body

10

12

6

20

8

8

Study
duration
(weeks)

Random assignment to resistance training either 1, 2, or 3 days
per week. All subjects performed 1–2 sets of ten exercises
for the total body at 60–80 % 1 RM

Random assignment to eight upper body resistance training
exercises performed either in a single session once per week
or split into two sessions of four exercises performed twice
per week. Training consisted of three sets at 8–12 RM

Random assignment to a total body resistance training protocol
performed either twice or thrice each week. All subjects
performed a single set of 10–15 repetitions for eight
exercises per session

Random assignment to nine different resistance training
exercises for the total body either twice per week performing
three sets of ten repetitions or three times per week
performing sets of ten repetitions

Random assignment to either a total body group performing
four upper body exercises and three lower body exercises
twice a week or a split body group performing the lower
body exercises on separate days from the upper body
exercises so that training was carried out over four weekly
sessions. All subjects performed five sets of 6–12 RM to
concentric muscle failure

Random assignment to resistance training either 3 nonconsecutive days per week using a total-body protocol
performing three sets of eights exercises or 4 consecutive
days per week using an alternating split-body protocol
performing three sets of six upper body exercises or six sets
of three lower body exercises. All subjects performed 8–12
repetitions at 50–80 % 1 RM

Random assignment to a resistance training protocol
performing 12 exercises targeting the entire body divided
into either a 1-, 2-, or 3-day per week schedule. All subjects
trained at 60–80 % 1 RM

Design

Table 1 Studies meeting inclusion criteria

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Volume
equated?

Skinfold
technique and
circumference
measurements

BIA

Ultrasound

DXA

DXA

DXA

BodPod

Circumference
measurements

Hypertrophy
measurement

Non-significant trend for greater increases in lean
body mass in the higher frequency condition

No significant differences in whole body skeletal
muscle mass between conditions

No significant differences in elbow flexor
thickness between groups

No significant differences in skeletal muscle mass
between groups

No significant differences in lean body mass
between conditions

No significant differences in lean mass between
groups

No significant differences in lean body mass
between conditions

No significant differences in arm or thigh girth
between conditions

Findings
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total number of variables. Acceptance required a mean
agreement of 0.90.

Significantly greater increases in elbow flexor
muscle thickness and a trend for greater
increases in vastus lateralis thickness for the
greater frequency condition

No significant differences in lean mass between
conditions

Findings
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2.4 Calculation of Effect Size
For each hypertrophy outcome, an effect size (ES) was
calculated as the pretest–post-test change, divided by the
pooled pretest standard deviation (SD) [22]. A percentage
change from pretest to post-test was also calculated. A
small sample bias adjustment was applied to each ES [22].
The variance around each ES was calculated using the
sample size in each study and mean ES across all studies
[23].

Ultrasound

RM repetition maximum, DXA dual X-ray absorptiometry, BIA bioelectrical impedance analysis

8
Random assignment to resistance train either 1 day per week
using a split-body routine versus 3 days per week using a
total-body routine. All subjects performed 8–12 repetitions
of seven different exercises for the entire body
19 young,
resistancetrained men
Schoenfeld
et al. [17]

Yes

DXA
4
Random assignment to either a four versus six days per week
split-body resistance training routine. Subjects performed the
same 23 exercises for the same number of times per week.
The distribution of exercises was more concentrated in the
4-day/per week condition. The protocol involved 6–12 RM
for all exercises except the calves and abdominals, which
were performed at 15–20 RM
10 elite male
bodybuilders
Ribeiro
et al. [16]

Yes

Study
duration
(weeks)
Design
Subjects
Study

Table 1 continued

Volume
equated?

Hypertrophy
measurement

2.5 Statistical Analyses
Meta-analyses were performed using robust variance metaregression for hierarchical data structures, with adjustments
for small samples [24, 25]. Separate meta-regressions were
performed for studies where weekly muscle group frequency varied, but weekly volume remained the same, and
where weekly muscle group frequency and volume were
the same, but weekly training session frequency varied.
Meta-regressions were performed on ESs and also percent
changes. Meta-regressions were performed with muscle
group frequency as a binary predictor (lower or higher),
and as a categorical predictor (1, 2, or 3 days per week).
Meta-regressions on training session frequency were performed only with session frequency as a binary predictor
(lower or higher). Due to the small number of studies in the
analyses, covariates such as training experience could not
be included in the statistical models, and thus interactions
with these variables could not be explored. All analyses
were performed using package robumeta in R version 3.1.3
(The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria). Effects were considered significant at P B 0.05,
and trends were declared at 0.05 \ P B 0.10. Data are
reported as x ± standard error of the means (SEM) and
95 % confidence intervals (CIs).

3 Results
3.1 Muscle Group Frequency
The analysis on muscle group frequency comprised seven
studies involving 15 treatment groups and 200 subjects.
Analysis using binary frequency as a predictor variable
revealed a significant impact of training frequency on
hypertrophy ES (P = 0.002), with higher frequency being
associated with a greater ES than lower frequency (difference = 0.19 ± 0.03; 95 % CI 0.11–0.28). The mean ES
for higher frequency was 0.49 ± 0.08 (95 % CI
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Fig. 2 Forest plot of studies comparing the hypertrophic effects of
different training frequencies per muscle group. The data shown are
mean ± 95 % CI; the size of the plotted squares reflect the statistical
weight of each study. ES effect size

0.29–0.69), while the mean ES for lower frequency was
0.30 ± 0.07 (95 % CI 0.12–0.47). Analyses of percent
changes revealed similar results (difference = 3.1 ±
0.58 %; 95 % CI 1.6–4.6; P = 0.003); the mean percent
change for higher frequency was 6.8 ± 0.7 % (95 % CI
4.9–8.6), while the mean percent change for lower frequency was 3.7 ± 0.5 % (95 % CI 2.2–5.1). When muscle
group frequency was divided into 1, 2, or 3 days per week,
reliable estimates could not be produced due to inadequate
sample size. Figure 2 provides a forest plot of studies
comparing the hypertrophic effects of different training
frequencies per muscle group.
3.2 Training Session Frequency
There were a total of three studies on training session
frequency when groups were matched for frequency of
training per muscle group, comprising seven treatment
groups and 54 subjects. Statistical analyses could not be
carried out and reliable estimates could not be generated
due to inadequate sample size.

4 Discussion
Optimizing RT frequency may have important implications
for maximizing muscle hypertrophy; however, few systematic analyses exist to guide the creation of strength
training programs. Wernbom et al. [26] analyzed 47 studies
finding most used session frequencies of two (22/47) or
three (17/47) times per week, with no difference in the
daily rate of change of quadriceps CSA between the two.
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Unfortunately the authors did not complete an integrative
analysis of the data, likely owing to the fact that few of the
included studies actually directly compared one training
frequency against another (indirectness of evidence) and
were heterogeneous in composition [27]. The American
College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) position stand on
progression models in resistance training indicates a frequency of 2–3 days per week for novice trainees using a
total body program, increasing as the individual progresses
towards a higher level of training with the use of split
programs [28]. As acknowledged by the evidence categories in the original statement, such recommendations are
based on relatively little original research and lower levels
of evidence, reinforcing the need for the present analysis.
Anecdotal evidence from the training practices of bodybuilders reveals that a majority of competitors work each
muscle group only once per week using a split routine [7].
Results of our meta-analysis provide evidence for a beneficial effect to training muscle groups more frequently on a
volume-equated basis. A hypertrophic advantage for higher
versus lower training frequencies was found both for effect
size (0.49 ± 0.08 vs. 0.30 ± 0.07, respectively) as well as
mean percent change in muscle growth (6.8 ± 0.7 vs.
3.7 ± 0.5 %, respectively). Scrutiny of the forest plot lends
further support to this conclusion as effect sizes for all
studies analyzed favored the higher frequency group. The
meaningfulness of the effect size differences noted
between RT frequencies (0.19) is subjective. Although this
represents a 48 % difference on a relative basis, the
absolute difference could be deemed modest. Based on the
common classification for Cohen’s d, the lower frequency
condition is considered a small effect while the higher
frequency condition borders a medium effect [29]. The
practical implications of these differences would be
specific to individual goals and desires.
On the surface, these findings would seem to indicate
that the common bodybuilding practice to train each
muscle group only once or twice per week using a split
routine is misguided and that superior muscle growth can
be achieved by increasing this frequency. However, it
should be noted that our results are specific to protocols
equating total weekly training volume. A proposed benefit
of using a split routine is that it allows for a higher training
volume per muscle group while maintaining intensity of
effort and providing adequate recovery between sessions
[17]. Given the evidence for a dose-response relationship
between total weekly training volume and hypertrophy
[30], it remains to be determined whether employing split
routines with reduced weekly training frequencies per
muscle group may be an effective strategy to enhance
hypertrophic increases by allowing for the use of higher
volumes over time. This hypothesis warrants further
investigation.

Resistance Training Frequency and Muscle Hypertrophy

Due to the relatively small sample of studies, reliable
estimates of the differences between training muscle groups
one, two, or three times per week could not be adequately
assessed. There was substantial heterogeneity across the
trials not only in the frequencies of training compared but
also the age groups included, parameters of the strength
training protocol, training status of the participants and the
assessment techniques for the measurement of muscle
growth. Relatively few trials supported a preferential effect
of one frequency above another with respect to muscle
growth. McLester et al. [15], while finding no statistically
significant difference between training frequencies, concluded there was a trend to favor the approximate 8 % difference in lean body mass training 3 days per week as
compared to a 1 % change when training was completed only
once per week. Schoenfeld et al. [17] compared a 3-day per
week total body routine against a 3-day per week upper/
lower/upper body split. Such a design compares 3 days per
week of training for all body parts against either 1 day per
week of lower body training or 2 days per week of upper
body training in the split protocol. The total and split training
protocols produced comparable changes in the thickness of
the elbow extensors and vastus lateralis; however, the total
body training protocol resulted in greater growth in the
elbow flexors. The remaining studies found comparable
effects of training frequencies between one and three times
per week across various populations [9, 11–14].
Moreover, no study meeting inclusion criteria examined
the effects of training a muscle group more than three times
per week. Data presented at the 2012 European College of
Sports Science conference showed preliminary evidence that
elite powerlifters experienced greater muscular adaptations
when total training volume was partitioned over six versus
three weekly training sessions for 15 weeks [31]. This study
has yet to be published and thus the methodology cannot be
properly scrutinized. Nevertheless, the findings raise the
possibility that very high frequencies of training may be
beneficial for enhancing muscle growth in experienced lifters. Future research should therefore endeavor to explore
whether an advantage is conferred from training a muscle
group in excess of three weekly sessions.
It is also important to note that studies on this topic were
relatively short term in nature, with the vast majority
lasting 10 weeks or less. There is evidence that very high
training frequencies for a muscle group (daily) combined
with high intensities of load rapidly leads to decrements in
performance consistent with an overtrained state [32].
Although these findings cannot necessarily be extrapolated
to training a muscle group with lesser frequencies (say
3 days per week) at reduced intensities, they do indicate a
relationship between weekly training frequency and overtraining. It is therefore conceivable that periodizing the
number of times a muscle is trained over time and/or

scheduling regular periods of reduced training frequencies
every few weeks (deloading) might help to maximize
muscular gains while reducing the potential for overtraining. This hypothesis warrants further investigation.
There were three studies meeting inclusion criteria that
investigated training session frequency while keeping muscle
group frequency constant [8, 10, 16]. Unfortunately, the
sample size in these studies was not large enough to produce
reliable estimates. Arazi et al. [8] found no substantial difference between groups that trained one, two, or three times
per week on an 8-week, volume-equated program; however,
only the participants who trained three times per week
demonstrated statistically significant increases in both arm
and thigh circumference. Calder et al. [10] compared twiceweekly total body training against an upper/lower body split
routine over two 10-week training periods in young women.
Whole body and site-specific lean tissue mass was assessed
using DXA. At the cessation of training, both groups had
comparable increases in arm lean tissue mass whereas the total
body training also increased leg lean tissue mass. Whole body
lean mass increased following training, but was not different
between groups. Ribeiro et al. [16] compared lean body mass
changes when training either four or six times per week with a
volume and body-part equated protocol in highly trained
participants (professional bodybuilders) over 4 weeks. While
both groups improved over time, no statistically significant
differences were detected for fat-free mass post-training;
however, calculated effect sizes were greater for four times
per week as compared to six (0.44 vs. 0.29). While metaanalysis was not possible on this topic, the combined evidence
does not support that manipulations in training session frequency promote differential hypertrophic responses when
groups are matched for weekly training volume with an
equivalent frequency of training per muscle group.
Our analysis was limited by a lack of studies directly
investigating site-specific muscle growth via imaging
modalities. Only two studies used such site-specific imaging modalities [13, 17], and these studies employed singlesite ultrasound measures which may not reflect hypertrophic changes at the whole muscle level. The other
studies included employed total body measures of lean
mass and girth, which have inherent limitations when
extrapolating results to muscular adaptations. Further
research using state-of-the-art imaging techniques are
therefore needed to provide greater clarity on the topic.

5 Conclusion
When comparing studies that investigated training muscle
groups between 1 to 3 days per week on a volume-equated
basis, the current body of evidence indicates that frequencies of training two times per week promote superior
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hypertrophic outcomes compared to one time. It can
therefore be inferred that the major muscle groups should
be trained at least twice a week to maximize muscle
growth; whether training a muscle group three times per
week is superior to a twice-per-week protocol remains to
be determined. That said, training a muscle group once a
week was shown to promote robust muscular hypertrophy
and remains a viable strategy for program design. Due to
an absence of data, it is not clear whether training muscle
groups more than 3 days per week might enhance the
hypertrophic response.
The limited body of evidence does not support a
hypertrophic benefit for manipulating training session frequency when groups are matched for weekly training
volume with an equivalent frequency of training per muscle group. Given the possibility of overtraining when
employing consistently high training frequencies, there
may be benefit to periodizing training frequency and
including regular periods of deloading over the course of a
training cycle. This hypothesis warrants further study.
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